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Study objectives
Identify and evaluate cost-effective
pathways that support the growth of
renewables on Oahu and Maui, by
evaluating
• Different resource mixes (wind, solar) and
grid configurations (independent or
connected islands)
• Economics of the various options (scenarios)
• Other changes in generation or grid
operation to reduce cost of electricity and
increase renewable energy
• Grid reliability levels as existing generation
is retired (and new generation is added)

Hawaii RPS Goals:
•
•
•
•

10% renewable energy by 2010
15% renewable energy by 2015*
25% renewable energy by 2020
40% renewable energy by 2030

*In 2013, 18.2% of electricity was
generated from renewable sources

Project tasks and analysis flowchart
Analyze candidate
renewable growth
scenarios

Analyze use of
LNG for power
generation

Assess the value of
modification in
operating practices

Establish generation
resource adequacy

Evaluation of
additional scenarios
as defined in PSIP
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Oahu is the major load center of Hawaii
Achieving desired state-wide
reductions in fossil fuel usage requires
that Oahu RPS goals are met
Options for increased renewable energy
on Oahu include:
• Significant growth of Oahu on-island
renewable generation
• Growth of Oahu renewable generation
AND renewable energy transfer via
island interconnect to Oahu

2013 annual load energy
Big Island
12%

Kauai 4%

Maui
County
12%
Oahu 72%

All future scenarios assume modification
to increase grid flexibility (lower turn
down and cycling capability)
Source: Hawaii Energy Facts & Figures,
gnergy.hawaii.gov, November 2014

Nine(9) scenarios analyzed assuming differing amounts of wind, solar
(distributed and central) and other renewable generation sited on Oahu

Nine (9) scenarios analyzed including off-island gen-tie, Maui grid-tie, and
mixed interconnections assuming differing amounts of renewables on Oahu
© 2015 General Electric Company - All rights reserved
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Renewable Capacity by Scenario
Scenarios selected are not based on resource constraint
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Grid Topology by Scenario
Gen-tie between Oahu & Lanai
Additional Renewables Growth on Oahu
with Lanai Wind

Isolated Islands
Additional Renewables Growth on Oahu

Oahu

Oahu
Maui
Maui

Maui
GEN-TIE
200 MW
Scenarios 10, 13, 16

Scenarios 1 - 9

Gen-tie between Oahu & Lanai
Grid-tie between Oahu & Maui
Additional Renewables on Oahu & Maui

Grid-tie between Oahu & Maui
Additional Renewables Growth on Oahu
& Maui

Oahu

Oahu

GRID-TIE
200 MW

GRID-TIE

Maui

Maui

GEN-TIE
Scenarios 11, 14, 17

Scenarios 12, 15, 18
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How do the island grids operate?
Thermal unit characterization
BASELOAD

CYCLING

• Usually the most economic
• Fixed operating schedules
• Oahu: AES, Kalaeloa,
Kahe 1-6, Waiau 7-8,
H-Power, Honua
• Maui: Maalaea CC, Kahului
1-4*

• Cycled on and off as necessary
• Must be committed in advance
• Oahu: Honolulu 8-9*, Waiau 3-6
• Maui: Maalaea 5, 7 – 13,

*Unit retirements

PEAKING
• Most expensive units
• Quick response to
generation shortfall
• Oahu: Waiau 9 and 10, CIP
CT1, Airport DG, Schofield
Barracks
• Maui: X1 and X2, Maalaea
1 – 4, 6, ICE Additions 1 and 2

PEAKING

MW

CYCLING

BASELOAD

A WEEK OF OPERATION
© 2015 General Electric Company - All rights reserved
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Dispatch to meet load and accept renewables
MW

MW

“Low” renewable penetration

High renewable penetration

Curtailment
occurs when all
dispatched
thermal units are
at minimum
power
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A WEEK OF OPERATION

Operating Cost of the System Quantifies the
Benefits of Renewable Resources
Annual Production Cost
 Captures fuel, O&M, start-up/shut-down cost of thermal fleet
Annual PPA Costs of Existing Renewables
 Captures existing contractual agreements with IPPs (Wind and Firm RE)
Cost of New Renewables/Equipment/Grid Upgrades
 Captures annualized cost using a Fixed Charge Rate (FCR)
Annual Operating Cost = Production Cost + PPA Cost + New Capex
Lower annual operating cost results in lower cost to serve load. The
magnitudes are highly dependent upon the type of resource mix
All costs are in 2013 $
Fuel costs are based on HECO IRP (e.g. LSFO - $ 18.64/MMBTU)
8
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Cost/Benefit Analysis
Production
Cost

PPA
Cost

Annual
Savings

New Thermal Units/
Energy Efficiency/
Demand Response

Baseline with
Renewables/
LNG/Modifications

The annual savings must offset the cost of renewables/modifications/grid
upgrades for a net benefit to the grid
9
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Key takeaways and
conclusions

Oahu & Maui can surpass the RPS goals and reduce
operational costs, provided the following measures
are implemented ...
Operational flexibility

Generation resource mix

• Increased turn-down capability of
existing thermal units

• Pursue a balanced renewable
resource mix (wind vs. solar, central
PV vs. distributed PV)

• Optimally commit units to optimize
reserves and energy
• Utilize ancillary services from wind
and controllable solar plants

Infrastructure for reliability
• Wind and solar have limited ability
to maintain/improve reliability levels
• New thermal units, energy
efficiency, and demand response
are key

• Procure units that can start quickly
and ramp faster, turn down lower

LNG as the primary fuel
• LNG on Oahu alone can help to achieve

significant cost savings

• LNG consumption will decrease as
renewables increase; suitable
contract should be secured

11
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Cost of electricity with growth of wind and solar
• Islands can achieve significant
renewable energy penetration
without an interconnection
− Cost of electricity can be reduced
by up to 3% with renewable energy
levels reaching 30% and beyond

• Higher renewable energy penetration
and increased savings is possible with
interconnections
− Cost of electricity can be reduced by
up to 5.4% with renewable energy
levels reaching 40% and beyond
Cost to Serve Load

Renewable Energy

(includes production + PPA + capex cost)
Grid in “Near Future”

2030 RPS Target

2020 RPS Target

Oahu Only Growth

Maui Grid-Tie Only

Gen-Tie Only

Gen-Tie and Maui Grid-Tie

Assumes low cost of capital – FCR 10%
Cost of electricity will increase as the cost of capital increases

This does not represent retail cost of electricity
© 2015 General Electric Company - All rights reserved
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Fast Growth of Distributed PV can Challenge
System Operations


Limited benefits in meeting RPS goals
• 500 MW of installed rooftop PV will be
able to meet only 10% of annual load
energy



Other grid stability & reliability
requirements for Distributed Solar PV
• Voltage & frequency ride through
• Enabling curtailment
• Reactive support
• Frequency response
• Other grid strengthening measures

500 MW of Distributed
Solar PV can be a reality in
the near future
13
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Resource Mix is Important
30 M$

A balanced growth of resource mix will be more economical to meet RPS goals
 Solar PV: Available only during day-light hours, displaces expensive generation
 Wind: Higher energy density and available throughout the day
 Distributed Generation: Geographical diversity helps to reduce variability
14
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Need for Improved Flexibility

Average day in March: Oahu, scenario 8

440 MW ramp in
3-hours
290 MW ramp
in 3-hours

210 MW ramp
in 3-hours

Leads to curtailment

The system can accommodate the renewable, provided:
 Thermal units have the capability to be turned-down lower
 Thermal units can be cycled up/down
 Renewables can be curtailed, if needed
© 2015 General Electric Company - All rights reserved
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Challenge to System Operation & Stability
Day with High Renewables: Oahu, scenario 8

Over-generation:
risk to stability & operations

High penetration of “un-curtailable Distributed Solar PV” can challenge:
 System operations by requiring faster cycling and unit commitment
 Grid stability by requiring more frequency responsive ancillary services
16
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The system operator has options available to increase
renewable penetration and reduce operating cost…


Reduce minimum operating levels on thermal units



Remove must-run constraints and allow cycling of baseload units



Allow wind and solar to provide down reserves



Make changes to the operating reserve strategies



Invest in new resources to provide ancillary services

• Higher Minimums
• Must-Run Constraints
• No ancillary services from RE
• Reserve practices unchanged

Less System
Flexibility

More System
Flexibility

• Lower Minimums
• Cycling Options
• Renewables provide reserves
• Changes to reserve strategies
Lower Curtailment
Lower Costs

Higher Curtailment
Higher Costs

17
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Benefits from Modifications
• The following modified practices are
recommended moving forward
− Reduced Pmin of thermal units
− Down-reserves from wind and
solar plants

• Additional strategies are
recommended that can provide
benefits as renewable penetration
further increases
Strategies that provide
additional benefits

Strategies that provide the
biggest benefits
350GWHr
100 M$

Further Decrease in Pmins
(as per PSIP)

Energy Storage (25 MW)
Non-spin Reserve Procurement
Baseload Cycling
(All Units
Baseload Cycling (Single Unit)
W&S Provide Up-Reserves

18
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Summary of Recommended Modifications
 Reduced minimums on thermal units is critical for high levels of wind and
solar penetration,
 Removing must-run constraints and allowing baseload unit cycling can
increase system flexibility, decrease curtailment, and lower system costs,
 Removing must-run constraints does NOT increase cycling of baseload
units dramatically. In general, no more than 2-3 baseload units are cycled,
 Changes to current operating practices of Kalaeloa CC and Kahe 6 will
provide the largest benefits in a high renewables scenario,
 Adjustments to procurement strategy of operating reserve can reduce
system cost and increase renewable penetration,
 Ancillary services from wind and solar plants can provide significant
production cost savings to the system.

19
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LNG – An Attractive Fuel Mix
• Savings in system production cost
depends on renewables penetration
− Savings decrease by 40% in
Scenario 18
Annual savings in operations

• Contract price is the key…
− Consumption of LNG decreases by
33% in Scenario 18
Annual consumption of LNG

LNG on Oahu
LNG on Oahu & Maui

40%

33%

Assumes LNG contract price of 15.5 $/MMBTU on Oahu
Assumes LNG contract price of 17.05 $/MMBTU on Maui

Savings are highly dependent
on the underlying fuel cost
20
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Lower Cost of Electricity with LNG
No LNG
LNG on Oahu
LNG on Oahu & Maui

Assumes low cost of capital – FCR 10%

 With LNG as the primary fuel on Oahu only, a reduction of up to 23% in the
electricity price can be achieved
 With LNG as the main fuel on Oahu & Maui, a reduction of up to 27% in the price of
electricity can be achieved
21
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Need for Investment to Improve Grid Reliability
 Prior to any retirements, Oahu & Maui have acceptable levels of grid security
& reliability

 Proposed retirements of cycling units will challenge the Oahu grid
generation adequacy. Reliability levels are not secured even after proposed
unit additions.
 Grid-tie between Oahu and Maui can maintain the reliability to acceptable
levels after the proposed unit retirements
 Energy efficiency and demand response are key to maintaining and
improving the ability to serve load at all times
 Wind and solar have limited ability to contribute to generation adequacy.
22
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Grid Reliability == Adequate Generation
• Definition: Grid Reliability is defined as the adequacy in generation to
serve load at all times
• How is it measured: Generation Adequacy is determined as Loss of
Load Probability (LOLP) and is expressed in years/day.
• LOLP is a statistical measure of the frequency of failure to meet load
• For example, an LOLP value of 1 indicates that the generation fleet
would be unable to serve all of the system load for a total of 1 day
in a year
• North American utilities have traditionally based the grid planning
on a LOLE of 10 years/day
• HECO has proposed a baseline level of 4.5-6 years/day

23
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Investments to improve grid reliability
• Prior to any retirements, Oahu and
Maui have acceptable levels of
grid security and reliability
• Proposed retirements of cycling
units will challenge the Oahu grid
generation adequacy

Reliability levels are not secured with
addition of Schoffield Barracks
− Additional thermal units, energy
efficiency, demand response are
key. Wind and solar have limited
ability to contribute to grid
reliability

Reliability levels
proposed by HECO

New Thermal Generator: 78 MW of new combustion turbines
Energy efficiency: 2020 target approved by PUC - 2350 GWHr of potential for Hawaiian Islands
Demand Response: ASSESSMENT OF DEMAND RESPONSE POTENTIAL FOR HECO, HELCO, AND MECO – Global Energy Partners, LLC
24
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Future Work – Challenges in the Near Future
The RPS bill SB715, is asking the utility to support up to 100% renewable energy
by 2045. This creates new challenges for maintaining the reliability and stability
of the power grid. Future study items may include:
 Where the power grid will be in the next 2-6 years, assuming very fast growth of distributed
solar PV:
•

What flexibility plans are needed in addition to the ones proposed?

•

How can distributed storage, including electric vehicles, help?

•

How can smart inverter functionality help?

•

How is the grid stability and reliability impacted?

•

How to value distributed ancillary services?

•

What mitigations are needed for reliable distribution operation?

•

Stochastic multi-year wind and solar data analysis and updated resource potential
screening on Oahu?

25
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1 KEY FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It must be stated that several factors related to this study are different today than at the time
this project began over eighteen months ago:
Hawaii’s RPS Law
•
•
•

Currently the RPS requires 25% of utility electricity sales be represented by renewable
energy by 2020, and 40% by 2030.
The 2015 Hawaii Legislature passed House Bill 623 (awaiting Governor signature), which
would increase the RPS to 30% by 2020, 40% by 2030, 70% by 2040, and 100% by 2045.
The eighteen scenarios analyzed in this study were developed to evaluate representative
combinations of renewable energy additions that would achieve and surpass the 25% by
2020 RPS target and provide
o The amounts of wind, utility scale solar, and distributed solar energy chosen for
the scenarios were selected to evaluate possible resource mixes necessary to
meet RPS targets. They are not meant to represent system limits nor are they
meant to imply a limitation of the resource on an individual island. This will be
addressed in follow-on work.
o While the study included existing or near-term committed firm renewable
generation, the scenarios focused on the growth of solar and wind. This was
done to make it easier to compare the impacts of the various scenarios. It was
assumed that the addition of new firm renewable generation resources, e.g.
biofuels or biomass, would not substantially impact system operation and
reliability issues, and could therefore be a direct replacement for additional fossil
fuel.
If additional firm renewable resources become available, it is a
straightforward calculation to determine the increased contribution to delivered
renewable energy and the RPS.

Cost Assumptions
•

•

In contrast to previous studies, this work attempted to assess not only the production
cost saving but also the costs associated with the integration of additional renewables.
Details of these calculations are in the report. All cost numbers are presented in 2013
dollars. For calculation of the cost production, fuel price assumptions used in the study
were in HECO’s integrated resource plan filed with the Hawaii Public Utilities Commission
in June of 2013.
Since the time of that filing, oil prices have fallen substantially from approximately
$100/barrel in Q2 2013 to $60/barrel today. This means that production cost information,
including savings from using renewable energy resources and switching from using
petroleum to LNG for thermal generation, are overstated in terms of the oil prices at the
time of publication of this report. However, it must be kept in mind that the study is
looking out at the year 2020, and at that time, the fuel price forecast could be more or
less accurate than what it seems today.

Fuel price sensitivities and/or hedging cost calculations can be added to current and future
modeling efforts to determine the effects of possible different fuel prices.
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Key Findings and Recommendations
The Hawaiian islands of Oahu and Maui can achieve greater than 40% renewable energy
penetration and can surpass the 2030 RPS goals. Certain modifications will be required to
effectively accommodate these new renewable energy resources while lowering the cost of
electricity and improving the reliability of the grid. In addition, the operational stability of the
grid may also be challenged at these renewable energy penetration limits. To evaluate this
impact, detailed stability analysis is currently underway on the high renewable energy
scenarios assessed in this study. The findings from this analysis will suggest
recommendations to improve the stability of the island grids and will be reported separately.
The following recommendations suggest different pathways that the island grids can take to
improve the operational economics while being able to accommodate very high levels of
renewable energy:
•

Balanced growth of renewable resources: Diversity in generation resource mix will
enable the island grids to continue increasing levels of renewable energy, at a lower
cost of electricity while maintaining reliability. A balanced growth of available
renewable resources will help to reduce the aggregate variability and intermittency,
and the associated requirement for ancillary services on the grid.

•

Improving grid flexibility: The island power grids, in general, require increasing
flexibility to accommodate the intermittency and variability of wind and solar
resources. New operational protocols and infrastructural upgrades will be required
to ensure that the grid can respond effectively to meet the net load requirement and
variability. This can be achieved through appropriate changes in the commitment
and dispatch procedures, new infrastructure that will enable the existing generation
to cycle up and down or on and off daily, new controls that can enable the thermal
generators to be turned down lower, and additional ancillary services.

•

Natural Gas as the primary fuel for the islands: Delivering liquid natural gas can be a
highly successful measure for lowering the cost of electricity as the islands transition
to increased levels of renewable energy. The beneficial rate impact, however,
depends critically on the contract price to bring LNG to the Hawaiian Islands. The
delivered LNG price is dependent on the quantity in the contract and results of this
analysis indicate that the consumption of natural gas can decrease by up to 33% as
the renewable energy penetration reaches 50%. Under the current LNG price
forecast (based on HECO’s 2013 Integrated Resource Plan), the cost of electricity on
the islands can be reduced by up to 28% under high renewable energy scenarios.

•

Infrastructure for improving grid reliability: With the planned retirements of units in
the coming years, the Oahu grid reliability will be degraded from existing levels. New
wind and solar generation will provide limited benefits in improving reliability and
generation adequacy. The system planners must therefore evaluate other
alternatives for meeting the reliability needs, including new thermal generation,

g
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energy efficiency, demand response, and possibly island interconnection. Meeting
the 2020 energy efficiency targets or achieving the full demand response potential
will enable the Oahu grid to increase reliability levels well above the minimum
requirement even after the proposed thermal generator retirements. However, if
demand response is utilized heavily for reliability goals, it must be ensured to be
available when needed and for the full duration of time required.
•

g

Island interconnection facilitates increased renewable penetration and resource
sharing: Interconnecting the islands will assist in sharing the resources more
effectively: when Oahu is short on generation, Maui may assist in shipping the needed
MWs across the cable and vice versa. This will help to improve the reliability and
generation adequacy of both Oahu and Maui. In addition, the combined electrical
grids will be able to accommodate higher levels of wind and solar energy by allowing
the energy to flow through the cable. Diversity in generation resource mix and load
profiles may further help in lowering the cost of operations. However, the
interconnections require significant levels of capital expenditures and are therefore
highly sensitive to financing costs, fuel price assumptions, and other economic
variables.

GE Energy Consulting
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2 INTRODUCTION
2.1 Study Objectives
Hawaii is at the forefront of renewable energy integration and has one of the fastest
growing renewable energy sectors in the electric power industry. Furthermore, Hawaii is
integrating high levels of wind and solar energy on a system that is comprised of multiple
isolated island grids, which poses unique challenges for grid operations and reliability of
energy supply. Given the state’s reliance on imported fossil fuels and a history of
environmental stewardship, Hawaii has strong incentives to continue increasing renewable
integration across the state. As a result, Hawaii’s Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS)
outlines ambitious future renewable energy goals. By 2020 over 25% of the State’s electricity
must be generated by renewable sources, a target that increases to 40% by 2030.
While the goals and targets are clear, the methods of achieving these targets are uncertain.
Various proposals from many stakeholders have been analyzed. In 2013 the state’s electric
utility, Hawaiian Electric Company, released an Integrated Resource Plan outlining the
utility’s future plans and proposed investments. A year later, the utility also released the
Power Supply Improvement Plant (PSIP) report outlining specific actions the utility was
planning to take to accommodate increased renewable penetration and distributed energy
resources. While progress has been made to achieve high levels of renewable penetration
(the 2015 RPS target of 15% renewable penetration was achieved before the target
deadline), accommodating additional renewable energy will be increasingly challenging
relative to past experience. This is especially true for variable sources such as wind and solar
PV. Hawaii’s energy future is currently at a pivotal crossroads. Decisions and investments
made in the near future will have long-lasting effects to Hawaii’s energy future.
The purpose of this study was to identify and evaluate cost-effective pathways that support
the growth of renewables on Oahu and Maui with a goal of achieving the RPS targets. Unlike
previous renewable integration studies conducted in Hawaii, this study was designed to be
holistic in scope, encompassing a broad spectrum of power system operations, economics,
and reliability impacts associated with high levels of renewable penetration. The study
evaluated many different resource mixes including varying amounts of utility scale wind and
solar, as well as increasing amounts of distributed rooftop solar PV. These resource mixes
were evaluated with and without transmission and grid configurations that interconnect
Oahu and Maui, as well as other off-island resources.
This study also evaluated the impact of recent and proposed changes to the power system,
including conventional thermal plant additions and retirements, changing to the primary fuel
to liquefied natural gas, and other changes being implemented by the utility. Wherever
possible, this study quantified the impacts of these changes on the electric power system,
with specific emphasis on renewable energy penetration, wind and solar curtailment, system
economics, and grid reliability.
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Figure 1: Project Tasks and Analysis Flow Chart
The major project tasks are summarized in Figure 1. While the core analysis of this study was
highly technical in nature, this report is intended to summarize the key findings and
recommendations in a concise and simplified manner. The main body of this report is
divided into major several sections outlined below, with additional supporting data and
results provided in the appendices:
•
•
•
•

Economics of High Renewables
LNG as the Primary Fuel for Oahu and Maui
Modifications to Operating Practices
Investment in Grid Reliability

2.2 Study Approach
The results presented throughout this report were developed using high fidelity models of
Hawaii’s electric power system. The GE Multi-Area Production Simulation (GE-MAPS) and GE
Multi-Area Reliability Simulation (GE-MARS) models were used to accurately simulate key
changes on the electric power system. These models are industry-proven analytical tools
and the Hawaiian databases used throughout this analysis were developed, vetted and
utilized for several technical engineering and planning studies performed for Hawaiian
Electric Company, Hawaiian Natural Energy Institute and the Hawaiian state regulator. 1
The GE-MAPS production cost model simulates the power system operation on an hourly,
chronological basis over the course of the year. The model simulates the system operator’s
(utility) commitment and dispatch decisions necessary to supply the electricity load in a least
cost manner, while appropriately reflecting transmission flows across the grid and
simultaneously preparing the system for unexpected contingency events and variability. The
chronological modeling is crucial to understanding renewable integration because it
simulates hourly changes to electrical load and the underlying variability and forecast
uncertainty associated with wind and solar resources.
The GE-MARS reliability model also simulates the power system on a chronological basis, but
focuses on generation resource adequacy of the system. Based on a full sequential MonteCarlo simulation, the model evaluates probability of a loss-of-load event (grid blackout) given
the generating capacity resources and emergency procedures available to the system
operator. In addition, the model was used calculate the capacity value (the ability of a
resource to support grid reliability) of variable wind and solar resources. Additional
information on GE-MAPS and GE-MARS can be found in the appendix.
1 Hawaii Solar Integration Study: http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy13osti/57215.pdf Oahu Wind Integration Study:
http://www.hnei.hawaii.edu/sites/dev.hnei.hawaii.edu/files/Oahu_Wind_Integration_Study__Dec%202010.pdf
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The study also used a variety of statistical tools that were developed in previous wind and
solar integration studies in Hawaii. These tools characterize and quantify the underlying
variability in the wind and solar resources to develop operating reserve strategies that
ensure enough fast acting conventional thermal and other resources (demand response,
energy storage, and ancillary services from wind /solar plants) are available to counteract
rapid changes in wind and solar output.
Inputs and assumptions for the models were developed using databases from previous
studies conducted by GE, along with inputs and assumptions developed in the recent utility
IRP and PSIP filings. Throughout the study, a single study year of 2020 was analyzed,
reflecting likely changes to the system within the next several years. Assessing a single study
year was determined to be the best way to simulate the power system because it allows
direct economic and performance comparisons between scenarios with different renewable
energy resources and transmission configurations. Furthermore, it is possible to determine
mitigation measures that offer the best economic and performance benefits to the system.
The study simulated 18 scenarios with different renewable resources and over 500
sensitivity cases to asses a range of mitigation measures. In general the focus of these
simulations was comparing delivered renewable energy, curtailment, fuel consumption, unit
operations, production cost (including fuel, variable operations and maintenance, and start
costs), and operating costs (including PPA costs and capital expenditures). The results were
also evaluated over several timeframes ranging from a single hour to the entire year,
combining both engineering and economic analyses that are critical for power system
planning.

2.3 Scenarios & Assumptions
The study was comprised of 18 renewable energy scenarios that evaluated a wide range of
wind, utility scale solar PV and distributed rooftop PV additions to both the Maui and Oahu
grids. The scenarios were selected to be similar in nature to recently proposed projects and
offer a wide spectrum of different resource mixes and levels of available renewable energy.
The scenarios were also selected to evaluate whether or not the future RPS targets are
achievable utilizing wind and solar resources across Oahu and Maui. It is important to note
that the scenarios outlined in this report do not represent technical limits on the amount of
renewable integration possible, but were selected to represent appropriate levels of wind
and solar capacity required to achieve renewable targets. Table 1 provides the installed
renewable generating capacity by island for each scenario.
Half of the 18 scenarios evaluated the Oahu and Maui grids remaining separate, isolated
island systems. The other nine scenarios evaluated different interconnections between the
islands, either using a “gen-tie” interconnection or a “grid-tie” interconnection of subsea
HVDC cables. The gen-tie interconnection included renewable resource off of Oahu
connected to the Oahu grid only, with no other resources able to utilize the subsea cable. All
power is one-directional originating from the off-island generator and delivered to Oahu. The
grid-tie interconnection scenarios were characterized by a subsea cable interconnecting
Oahu and Maui and allowing the two island grids to operate as a single power system, with
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bi-directional power transfer depending on needs and economics. Both of these cable
configurations have been proposed for projects on Oahu, Maui and neighboring islands, but
this study did not attempt to analyze a particular project or site. Figure 2 provides
schematics of the subsea HVDC cable interconnections for each scenario.
Scenario 1 represents the Oahu and Maui grids as they were at the end of 2013,
representing the installed thermal capacity and operating practices. This scenario reflects
the existing grids as if no additional changes were made. To allow direct comparison to
other scenarios, small additions of solar capacity were included to represent near-term
utility-scale projects under development and the rapidly growing distributed solar PV
segment. Scenario 1 also includes load and fuel projections for 2020 to allow for direct
comparison with later scenarios; however the fuel mix in Scenario 1 uses low sulfur fuel oil
(LSFO) on the baseload units and does not include the planned fuel switch to diesel. Overall
this scenario was selected to allow a reference point simulating what the Oahu and Maui
grids would look like if no proposed changes occurred in the near future.
Scenario 2 represents the “grid of the near future.” It builds on Scenario 1 by including
system changes that are expected to occur in the near future, (or have already occurred
while the study was underway), and therefore were included in the base assumptions for the
rest of the analysis. These changes include generator installations and retirements,
improvements to baseload unit turndown capability (lower P-min), provision of ancillary
services from central wind and solar plants, a fuel switch from LSFO to diesel to comply with
environmental standards, and the cycling of Maalaea CC. A more detailed discussion of
these changes is found in the appendix. All other scenarios (Scenario 3-18) include these
near-term changes. As a result, Scenario 2 serves as the reference scenario in this study
analysis when comparing renewable penetration and system economics.
A detailed overview of scenario input data and assumptions, including the system load, fuel
price projections, and generator characteristics, are available in the appendix.
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Table 1: Scenario Matrix

Figure 2: Cable Configurations by Scenario
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2.4 Study Scope & Limitations
This study, while extensive and highly technical, does not pretend to be exhaustive, covering
all issues related to Hawaii’s renewable energy future. In particular the following points
highlight the scope and potential limitations of the study:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

g

This study does not replace existing analysis conducted by the utility, state regulator
or other stakeholders in Hawaii. Instead it is intended to supplement those studies
with additional technical analysis and findings.
This study was not designed as an Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) and does not
evaluate the optimal resource additions and retirements over several years of study.
Instead it selected several scenarios and sensitivities to simulate proposals that have
been discussed over time in Hawaii.
This study only evaluated renewable growth on Oahu and Maui. It does not evaluate
renewable growth on the other Hawaiian Islands, which will likely occur and will help
support Hawaii’s RPS targets. Significant attention was given to Oahu because it is
the primary electricity load center for the state, accounting for over 70% of total
electricity demand.
Renewable capacity additions evaluated in this study only consisted of three main
technologies; utility-scale wind, utility scale solar and distributed rooftop solar. A
wider variety of renewable energy sources are available to Hawaii, but wind and
solar are the technologies of choice for the vast majority of proposed projects.
Analyzing other potential resources was left to future study work, if and when those
assets become more economically feasible.
This study did not rigorously estimate costs associated with new infrastructure, either
for wind and solar plants, subsea cables, or mitigation strategies. Instead it quantified
benefits accrued due to implementing these changes and leveraged findings from
previous study work to estimate the infrastructure costs. Where costs of
implementing new technology or mitigation strategies were not available, this study
calculated break-even costs associated with the system changes.
Although the scenarios outlined in this study are meant to be representative of
proposed projects in Hawaii, they are not intended to evaluate any specific projects.
Individual project sites were not simulated. Instead, the study used general
assumptions and data for candidate technologies.
This study included a technical evaluation of the economics, operations, and
reliability of increased renewable penetration, but it did not include an evaluation of
system stability associated with those changes. Instead the reader is directed to
previous study work that encompasses that analysis.
This study analyzed system operation at the bulk-transmission grid level. It did not
analyze individual distribution feeders or the circuit loading issues that may result
from high levels of distribution-connected rooftop PV systems.
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3 ECONOMICS OF HIGH RENEWABLES
3.1 Unprecedented Growth in Renewable Energy
Hawaii is already leading the nation with regards to renewable energy integration. Over the
past several years the islands have installed distributed rooftop solar PV at the fastest rate in
the United States. As of December 2014, about 12 percent of customers on Oahu and 10
percent of customers in Maui County have installed distributed rooftop PV systems. 2 This
unprecedented growth in distributed PV, coupled with large installations of utility-scale wind
and solar has already introduced challenges associated with renewable energy integration.
In the scenarios evaluated in this study the amounts of wind and solar capacity added to the
system was increased dramatically from 443 MW in Scenarios 1 and 2, to 1,610 MW in
Scenario 18 (see Figure 3). Firm renewable capacity, including existing waste energy and
biomass plants, remained constant at 74 MW in Scenarios 2 through 18. Using the resource
availability and load assumptions of the study, the total available energy assumed for each
resource, not taking into account potential curtailment, increased from just under 20% of
annual energy in Scenarios 1 and 2 to above 50% in Scenario 18. The renewable energy
penetration numbers are based on the energy supplied to meet the load requirement:
Equation 1:

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (%) =

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

Figure 3: Renewable Capacity and Available Energy by Scenario
2

http://www.hawaiianelectric.com/heco/_hidden_Hidden/CorpComm/Hawaiian-Electric-Companies-propose-plan-to-sustainablyincrease-rooftop-solar
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This study evaluated many different combinations of wind, central PV and distributed PV
resources located on Oahu and Maui. Some scenarios also considered a 200 MW off-island
wind resource. Scenarios 1-9 evaluated isolated islands and demonstrated that renewable
energy penetration could exceed 33% of annual load energy requirements of the Oahu and
Maui grids (see Figure 3). Scenarios 10-18, which assumed combinations of “grid-tie” or
“gen-tie” HVDC interconnections, demonstrated that renewable energy penetration could
exceed 50% of annual load energy.
It should be noted that the scenarios evaluated in this study do not represent limits to
renewable growth or annual energy penetration for either Oahu or Maui, but were selected
to demonstrate options available to the Oahu and Maui grids in order to achieve RPS targets.
When selecting the study scenarios, it was recognized that the extent of wind and solar
development on Oahu will be subject to the quality of the potential wind/solar resources
(capacity factor) and the availability of land. Therefore, some of the study scenarios include
wind and solar resources off of the island of Oahu. However, these off-island resources were
not required to achieve 2030 RPS objectives. Rather, they were simply considered as
possible alternatives to scenarios with all on-island resources.
This dramatic increase in renewable energy capacity will require significant changes to how
the existing power grid is operated. The data in Figure 3 represent available energy only.
However, integrating variable resources will sometimes lead to curtailment of some wind
and solar energy. Curtailment occurs when the system is unable to accept the power
produced by a wind or solar plant due to transmission or operational constraints on the
system. When this occurs, the wind and solar plants are required to reduce output and the
excess energy is “spilled.” There is a significant incentive to minimize curtailment. The
energy source for wind and solar is essentially free and clean. When it is curtailed, the
unused (spilled) energy must be replaced by energy from thermal plants, resulting in
increased operating costs and increased emissions.
On Oahu and Maui, curtailment generally occurs due to operational constraints rather than
transmission constraints. In general, these operational constraints are a result of minimum
stable operating levels (P-min) of the thermal units online. Even when reduced from the
existing P-min levels, the committed baseload units can cause curtailment if they cannot be
cycled off. Reasons for this include fixed operating schedules, required commitment to
provide up-reserves or down-reserves, or unexpected fluctuations and forecast error of wind
and solar energy. Figure 4 provides scatter plots of delivered renewable energy penetration
(% of annual load) and wind and solar curtailment (% of available) for each of the scenarios
evaluated in the study. On the left-hand chart, the line represents what the renewable
energy penetration would be in the absence of curtailment. While on the right hand side
chart, the line represents the increase in curtailment as more and more renewable energy is
added to the island.
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Figure 4: Total Renewable Penetration and Curtailment by Scenario
Although curtailment is sometimes unavoidable to maintain a stable and reliable electricity
system, it can be dramatically reduced and minimized, resulting in significant variable cost
savings to the grid. If mitigation measures and changes are put in place to current operating
strategies, much of the available energy can be accommodated by the Oahu and Maui grids.
The curtailment in Scenario 1, approximately 10% of available wind and solar energy,
quantifies the expected curtailment if such mitigation measures are not adopted by the
system operator.
The decrease in wind and solar curtailment between Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 represent
changes to the grid that are expected to occur in the near future to help increase delivered
renewable energy (as outlined above). However, the results continue to indicate decreasing
marginal returns for each GWh of available wind and solar. As new resources are added to
the system, curtailment increases and the added value from the wind and solar resource
begins to decline. Although total system curtailment is within reasonable levels, even in the
latest scenarios, the additional mitigation measures and changes to operating practices
outlined throughout this report outline some of the ways that curtailment can be reduced
further. However, it is not always necessary to alleviate all curtailment, but should be
attempted when it is economic to do so.
The modifications highlighted above were assumed to continue in all remaining scenarios
and include reduced minimum stable levels on existing baseload units, the retirement of
underutilized thermal units and replacement with quick-start capability generators, and the
partial provision of down-reserves from wind and central PV plants. Although these changes
successfully decreased wind and solar curtailment in early scenarios, even with these
mitigations in place, curtailment begins to increase as renewable capacity increases to
higher levels. Additional mitigations to reduce curtailment and system costs were also
evaluated in this study. The results of that analysis are provided in Section 5.
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3.2 System Operation with High Renewable Penetration
Given the rapid growth of wind and solar penetration, grid operators in Hawaii are required
to address integration challenges sooner than other US grids. In fact, Oahu and Maui system
operations have already been dramatically altered in the past few years to support
renewable energy. Unlike other US grids that have large geographic footprints and
transmission interconnections to neighboring grids, the integration challenges for Hawaii are
compounded by the fact that the power grids are small isolated islands. As a result, Hawaii
is becoming a test bed for renewable energy integration. The lessons learned here will be
transferred to other North American grids as they begin reaching similar levels of renewable
penetration.
For example, the islands are already experiencing dramatic shifts to the system’s net-load
curve (defined throughout the report as total load minus wind and solar generation).
Sometimes referred to as the “duck-curve,” this change occurs when the daily load pattern
begins to dip during midday hours. These hours of the day, historically referred to as “onpeak” hours, used to be characterized as high load hours requiring additional thermal
cycling and peaking generators online. However, with the growth of solar PV, the net load
during midday hours is often lower than during early-morning or late-evening hours. This
leads to fundamental changes to the commitment and dispatch of the conventional thermal
generators on the system. Thermal generators are needed for less overall energy, but more
part-load, quick-start and ramping capability. As the renewable penetration increases, the
net load curve will become even more pronounced, with net load being lower during midday
hours than during nighttime hours.
Figure 5 shows the net load curve for Oahu with 200 MW of wind capacity and 231 MW of
solar PV (mostly distributed PV) capacity for an average day in March. Just below, Figure 6
highlights the same average day in March, but with an additional 100 MW of wind capacity
and an additional 629 MW of solar capacity. Under these conditions, the early morning ramp
up to follow the daily load pattern is immediately followed by an even larger ramp down as
solar generation across the system increases. As the solar generation begins to decline
throughout the afternoon, the late afternoon and early evening hours of the day experience
a dramatic ramp up of the net load energy requirement. This three-hour ramp up is over
double the magnitude compared to early morning ramp ups historically experienced by the
system operator.
Although the ramping capability on the system is adequate to cover these ramps, it will
require accurate wind and solar forecasting and appropriate preparation by the system
operator. These new trends in daily net load will significantly change operation patterns of
the baseload thermal generators. In an instance in Figure 7, the net load curve becomes
negative. This implies that without curtailment, there is excess generation on the system. If
this particular scenario was heavily distributed solar PV dominated, curtailment would not be
an option and most of the thermal units would need to be de-committed and then brought
online quickly to follow the net load pattern. This creates challenges on the operations
(commitment and dispatch procedures) as well as maintaining grid stability.
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Figure 5: Oahu Net Load Curve, Scenario 2, “Low Renewables”

Figure 6: Oahu Net Load Curve, Scenario 8, “High Renewables”
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Figure 7: Oahu Net Load Curve, Scenario 8, “Negative Net Load”
Another way to visualize the change to system operation with increasing levels of wind and
solar generation is showing a weekly chronological dispatch chart, segmenting the
generation from each type of resource on the system. Figure 8 shows the chronological
weekly dispatch for Oahu for a typical week in June in Scenario 2, which includes 100 MW of
wind capacity and 231 MW of solar capacity on Oahu. As the chart indicates, the majority of
the wind and solar penetration occurs during mid-day hours reducing the maximum load
from about 1,200 MW to a net load 3 in the range of 1,000 MW. The thermal units follow a
fairly predictable pattern;
•
•
•
•

AES, the most economic unit on the system, runs at full load for the entire week.
Kalaeloa CC operates in 1x1 CC configuration overnight with one gas turbine online
providing waste heat to power the steam turbine. The unit then switches to 2x1 CC
operations during daily on-peak hours.
Other baseload units, including Kahe 1-6 and Waiau 7&8, ramp up to full load during
the day and turn down to lower loading overnight. There is no need to cycle units off
because they are needed again for the next day’s load.
Cycling units are utilized during the day, and turned off during overnight hours.

3 Net Load = total load minus wind and solar generation. In the plots, the net load is served by the firm RE units (gray), baseload units
(blue), cycling units (purple) and peaking units (red). The maximum value of the net load is about 1000 MW on all days of the week.
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•
•

Peaking units are used sparingly during on-peak hours and are displaced most by the
wind and solar. They continue to be important assets during evening hours when
load remains high, but the solar resource is no longer available.
All available wind and solar energy is used to serve load and there is no curtailment
during any hour of the week.

Figure 8: Oahu Chronological Weekly Dispatch, Scenario 2
Figure 9 shows the same week of system operation for Scenario 16, with 300 MW additional
wind capacity and 667 MW additional solar added to the system. Under the higher
renewable penetration levels, the chronological weekly commitment and dispatch patterns
are significantly from historical operations. With increased levels of wind and solar
penetration it is expected that:
•

•
•
•
•

g

The baseload units, including AES, Kahe, Waiau 7&8, and Kalaeloa CC no longer
follow a typical daily profile of turning down to minimum at low-load overnight hours
and ramping up to full load during on peak hours. Instead the units are ramping up
and down several times a day to follow the system net load.
Cycling and peaking units, which are the most expensive to operate, decrease
commitment and dispatch, even during times where the ramp requirement is highest.
The majority of this cycling duty is shifted to the historically baseload units.
Cycling and peaking units are still required for short periods during evening peak load
hours when the solar resource is no longer available and system load is highest.
Midday hours often have greater than 50% wind and solar penetration. However, this
can vary from day to day and even from hour to hour.
The majority of curtailment takes place during midday hours when the solar output is
highest, but some wind curtailment also occurs during overnight hours due to low
load and fixed operating schedules of the thermal units.
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Figure 9: Oahu Chronological Weekly Dispatch, Scenario 16

3.3 Interconnecting the Islands
Interconnecting the Oahu and Maui grids with a HVDC cable (grid-tie) or interconnecting
Oahu to an off-island wind plant (gen-tie) offers several potential benefits. The ties enable
access to additional sites that have higher quality wind resources (higher capacity factors)
than on Oahu. Suitable land for new wind plants on Oahu is already scarce. Furthermore,
interconnecting the Oahu and Maui grids would increase operational flexibility, reduce
reserve requirements, and improve grid reliability.
For the purposes of this study, the cable size was assumed to be 200 MW, but sensitivities
were conducted so that the modeling could estimate potential maximum power flows
across the cable to help evaluate options for different size cables. For the gen-tie
configuration, the cable flows are dependent on the size of the remotely located plant, in this
case a 200 MW wind plant. As a result, cable flows will never exceed 200 MW. From a
modeling perspective therefore, the gen-tie configuration is no different than siting the wind
plant on Oahu once losses are taken into account.
For the grid-tie configuration, the cable flow is dependent on excess renewable power on
Maui as well as any additional thermal power that may be more economic than the
committed thermal units on Oahu. With a 200 MW cable size for the grid-tie interconnection
the cable was at maximum utilization about 10% of hours in the scenarios evaluated. When
the cable was fully utilized, excess renewable energy was curtailed on Maui. Although the
cable flow was generally in the Maui to Oahu direction, during some hours the flow reversed
direction. The reverse flow was limited to 30 MW to avoid a large contingency event on Maui
due to the loss of generation being imported via the HVDC cable. The 30 MW limit is
consistent with existing loss-of-generation contingency levels on the Maui system. The
reverse flow predominately occurred during midday hours when solar output on Oahu was
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highest and the thermal units were backed down to minimum loads. As solar penetration
increases on Oahu, power flow from Maui to Oahu declines, resulting in more hours of
reverse flow to Maui. This is an important consideration when evaluating proposals for cable
size, as it likely that Oahu will experience significant solar additions over the life of the HVDC
cable. Figure 10 shows the annual duration curves of the cable flow in each of the
interconnected scenarios Table 2 provides the summary statistics.
Table 2: Maui-Oahu Interconnection Summary Statistics
SCEN 11
Total Flow (GWh)
Maui to Oahu Flow (GWh)
Oahu to Maui Flow (GWh)
Utilization (%)
Maui to Oahu Flow (% of Hrs)
Oahu to Maui Flow (% of Hrs)
Hours Limited (to Oahu)
Hours Limited (to Maui)

900
886
14
51%
90%
10%
821
156

SCEN 12
858
834
24
49%
86%
14%
1,110
428

SCEN 14
855
835
20
49%
86%
14%
576
265

SCEN 15
776
743
33
44%
81%
19%
750
594

SCEN 17
735
694
41
42%
78%
22%
299
742

SCEN 18
636
576
61
36%
69%
31%
469
1,104

Figure 10: Duration Curves of Maui to Oahu HVDC Cable Flows
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The grid-tie configuration has additional benefits other than increased renewable
penetration. Although not the primary focus of this study, there are benefits associated with
operating the two island systems as a unified grid. Operational benefits include the sharing
of operating reserve required for wind and solar variability and some potential for economic
recommitment and dispatch of thermal units. These benefits would occur regardless of
whether or not additional renewables were added to the system, but the benefits increase
as the total amounts of renewables increase. For more information on the operational
benefits, refer to the findings of the Oahu-Maui interconnection study. A second operational
benefit of a unified grid is increased reliability (resource adequacy) and lower risk of not
meeting the load. The reliability benefits of the interconnection were evaluated in this study
and the findings are presented in Section 6.

3.4 Economics of High Renewable Penetration
The wind and solar additions evaluated in this study require large capital investments, both
to add new infrastructure and to make modifications to existing grid infrastructure and
operating practices. To evaluate the economics of each scenario, the modeling used
throughout this study included production cost analysis coupled with additional financial
modeling techniques. The production cost analysis, which simulates the chronological hourly
generation dispatch in the GE MAPS model, includes all of the variable operating cost factors
of a power system. These include fuel costs, variable operations and maintenance cost
(VO&M), and unit startup/shutdown costs (Equation 2). The system production cost is the
critical economic metric when evaluating the impact of increased renewable penetration on
power system operations, including changes to commitment and dispatch decisions,
increased cycling, and increased part-load heat rates.
Equation 2:

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝑉𝑉&𝑀 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆/𝑆ℎ𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑜𝑤𝑤 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

Other costs that are not included in traditional production cost analysis must also be
considered when evaluating future renewable energy scenarios. Costs associated with
power-purchase agreements (PPAs) for existing renewable resources and the capital costs
associated with new infrastructure (renewable plants or DC cables) and equipment and
modifications required for grid upgrades must also be included in the evaluation. The annual
savings associated with reduced production costs are partially offset by the additional PPA
costs and capital investments required to increase renewable penetration on the system.
This relationship is illustrated in Figure 11. In order to include these costs in the evaluation,
the study measured total annual operating costs for each scenario and sensitivity case as
defined in Equation 3.
Equation 3:

g

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
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Figure 11: Components of Total Operating Cost
Figure 12 shows the annual production costs for the study scenaios. The declining trend for
right to left shows that production costs decrease significantly as renewable energy is added
to the system. This is because the wind and solar are assumed to be zero variable cost
resources. In other words, the fuel for wind and solar plants is free and therefore the plants
do not require incremental costs to produce a MW of power. As a result, the additional wind
and solar generation added to each scenario displaces more expensive thermal plants,
which leads to reduction in annual production cost. As discussed in Section 3.2, the
increased renewable penetration can increase the cycling (startup/shutdown) costs and lead
to thermal units operating at part-load levels, which is more expensive per MW of production
when operating at a less efficient power point. These cost increases however are smaller
than the significant fuel savings associated with the displaced energy. As a result total
annual production cost is reduced by 95 M$ (-7.2%) to 496 M$ (-37.4%) depending on the
scenario evaluated, relative to Scenario 2 (the reference scenario).
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Figure 12: Annual Production Cost (M$) by Scenario
The PPA costs associated with existing renewable energy resources (wind, solar, waste, and
biomass) are readily available from recent PUC filings. For this study, the delivered renewable
energy from each plant is multiplied by the PPA price. For some plants, the PPA price varies
by the amount of energy delivered over the year via a tiered structure and others vary by
time of day. Because the existing wind and solar plants are not curtailed significantly in each
scenario (the curtailment occurs mostly on the new resources) the PPA costs in each
scenario are essentially constant at 200 M$ per year.
The capital expenditures required for new infrastructure and grid upgrades have the most
uncertainty. This portion of the analysis includes the capital costs for new wind and central
solar plants, HVDC cables for island interconnections, lower turndown levels and fuel
switching on the existing thermal units, and new installations of proposed internal
combustion engines on Oahu and Maui. Whenever possible the study used recent estimates
for new infrastructure and capital expenditures that have been outlined in PUC filings,
approved HECO budgets, or recent reports. In some cases capital cost estimates were not
readily available for proposed Hawaii projects. In those cases, literature reviews were
conducted to develop cost estimates based on recent industry experience. The capital cost
estimates for new infrastructure and grid upgrades are provided in Table 3 below. Note that
the capital costs associated with distributed rooftop PV are not included in the analysis
because the decision is made by the individual ratepayer and is not an expenditure of the
system operator.
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Table 3: Capital Cost Assumptions for New Infrastructure and Grid Upgrades
Infrastructure / Grid Improvement
Central Wind Plant
Central Solar Plant
Schoffield Barracks 50 MW Combustion Engines
Maui 34 MW Combustion Engines
HVDC Interconnection (Grid-Tie) 200 MW
HVDC Interconnection (Gen-Tie) 200 MW
Lower Turndown Capability on Baseload Units
Fuel Switch to Diesel

Cost
2,500
3,000
180
122
606
520
70
51

Units
$/kw
$/kw
M$
M$
M$
M$
M$
M$

The simulations were conducted for a single study year and as a result it was necessary to
convert the capital costs into an annualized expenditure. To do this a fixed charge rate (FCR),
also known as a capital recovery factor, was used. A FCR is based on assumptions regarding
the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) and the economic life of the project (Equation
4). However, rather than estimating a weighted average cost of capital or economic life for
each project, a range of potential FCR values from 10% to 14% was used to represent a
reasonable range of estimates for this type of analysis. It was also assumed that the
annualized value includes any fixed operations and maintenance (FO&M) associated with the
new resources and grid upgrades. This approach was used due to the inherent uncertainty
and generic level of detail required for any system planning study where specific
infrastructure details are unknown. As individual projects are proposed in detail, a more
rigorous methodology can be utilized.
Equation 4:

𝑖∗(1+𝑖)𝑡

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = (1+𝑖)𝑡−1
where:

𝑖 = 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑜𝑜 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊)𝑜𝑜 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑡 = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑜𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
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The total annualized capital costs are reported in Figure 13 assuming a 10% fixed charge
rate. The costs fall into three categories; grid upgrades, new renewable plants, and HVDC
cables. The total cost for the grid upgrades is 43 M$. This cost includes upgrades to
accommodate additional renewable energy (P-min reductions), new installations of internal
combustion engines added for reliability and flexibility, and the EPA mandated fuel switch to
diesel on the existing thermal units. The cost of grid upgrades is held constant across the
scenarios and does not include any associated costs required to upgrade distribution
feeders to accommodate additional rooftop solar. The majority of the additional capital
expenditures are for additional wind and solar plants added to the system across the
scenarios. For the isolated island scenarios (without HVDC cables), total annual capital
expenditures ranges between 46 M$ in Scenario 2, to 187 M$ in Scenario 8. The last
component of the annual capital expenditures is for the HVDC interconnection cables
evaluated in Scenarios 10-18. The range of capital expenditures is dependent on the type of
interconnection (grid-tie or gen-tie) and the number of cables (single or both gen and gridties). The interconnections bring the total annual capital expenditures between 204 M$ in
Scenario 10 to 430 M$ in Scenario 18.

Figure 13: Annual Capital Expenditures (M$) by Scenario
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When the production cost, PPA cost and annualized capex cost are added together, the
resulting total operating cost provides a holistic representation of the system economics (see
Figure 14). The values in this chart still do not include the complete costs of operating the
system because it does not include fixed costs, FO&M, or payments necessary to serve debt
on previous investments. However, because these items are fixed and the same for all
scenarios, they do not change based on system operation or future investments and
therefore can be excluded from the analysis. With all three components added together it
can be concluded that under the scenarios analyzed and using the study’s assumptions,
increased renewable penetration can reduce the system’s total operating costs while
achieving the state’s Renewable Portfolio Standards goals. This is true even when
accounting for capital expenditures associated with new infrastructure and grid upgrades.
With these changes to the system, system’s reliance on fossil fuel imports and electricity
price volatility associated with the underlying volatility of the global oil markets will reduce.
The total annual operating cost shifts from a variable cost structure (where the majority of
costs depend on fuel consumption) to a cost structure more heavily weighted to fixed annual
payments associated with the capital expenditures of wind and solar plants.

Figure 14: Total Annual Operating Cost (M$) by Scenario
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For the isolated islands scenarios, total annual operating costs were reduced by 38 M$ to
146 M$ depending on the scenario evaluated. For the interconnected scenarios, annual
savings ranged between 74 M$ and156 M$. It is important to note that scenarios with both
the gen-tie and grid-tie interconnections resulted in higher total annual operating costs
(compared to scenarios with a single cable) due to the additional capital expenditure for the
additional cable. However, renewable penetration was higher in those scenarios and the
total annual operating costs were still lower than the reference scenario (Scenario 2).
Given the large amount of capital investments required for the new infrastructure and grid
upgrades, the total annual operating costs are highly dependent on the cost of capital and
the FCR assumption. A higher cost of capital will increase the total annual operating cost
and reduce the economic benefits associated with renewable energy. Using a 14% FCR
assumption total operating cost by 18 M$ (1.1%) in Scenario 2 to 172 M$ (11.8%) in Scenario
18 (see Figure 15). The higher cost of capital assumption narrowed the margin of system
savings and caused the total annual operating cost to exceed the reference scenario in two
scenarios (Scenarios 12 and 18, with two HVDC cables). The annual savings were most
impacted in scenarios where the second HVDC cable was added to the system.

Figure 15: Total Annual Operating Cost (M$) with Range of FCR by Scenario
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Another way to evaluate the economic performance of the system is by measuring the total
cost to serve the utility load. Because much of the new renewable resources are distributed
rooftop solar, their generation appears to the system as a reduction in system load and a
corresponding reduction in revenue for the system operator. Utility load is defined as the
total system load minus the distributed PV output. This is the load that needs to be served by
the thermal generation fleet and centralized utility-scale renewable plants. When the total
annual operating costs are divided by the utility load, the resulting $/MWh metric is a proxy
for the wholesale price of electricity on the system. The range of total cost to serve utility
load is shown in Figure 16 with assumptions of 10% and 14% FCR. In the reference scenario
(Scenario 2) the cost to serve utility load is $184/MWh and is reduced by up to $10/MWh (5%) when assuming a 10% FCR. Under the 14% FCR assumption, total cost to serve utility
electricity load increases in eight of the highest capital cost scenarios. Note that savings
from increasing renewables on the islands is highly dependent on the cost of capital as well
as cost of the underlying baseload fuel mix.

Figure 16: Total Cost to Serve Utility Load ($/MWh) by Scenario

3.5 Resource Diversity is Important
Distributed solar PV is growing at fast pace in Hawaii. It is projected to increase to almost
500 MW on Oahu by 2020-21 time frame, as per HECO’s PSIP. This roughly translates to 0.5
kW of distributed solar PV for every kW of electrical load. This fast growth in distributed solar
PV will improve the contribution of green energy on Oahu, however distributed solar PV by
itself will not be enough to meet the RPS goals. Figure 17 shows the contribution of an
installed capacity of 500 MW of distributed PV, central PV, and wind towards the RPS goals.
Distributed solar PV has the lowest capacity factor, and therefore its contribution is limited in
supporting the RPS goals. On the other hand, each MW of wind is twice effective in
contributing towards increasing renewable energy penetration. In addition, a number of grid
stability and reliability factors become important as the penetration of distributed PV
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increases, requiring the PV inverters to provide similar grid friendly services that are
available from utility scale renewable energy plants, such as:
•
•
•
•

Curtailment during periods of excess energy on the grid
Fast frequency responsive service under contingency conditions
Voltage and reactive power support capabilities
Voltage and frequency ride through capabilities

Figure 17: Contribution by different resources towards the RPS goals
A balanced resource mix is needed to reach the RPS goals in a favorable manner. Figure 18
shows two scenarios: a balanced resource mix scenario (scenario 5) and a high solar growth
scenario (scenario 6). The performance metrics shown in Figure 19 favor the balanced
resource mix scenario over the high solar growth scenario in every respect:
•
•
•
•

g

Higher renewable energy delivered to the system
Lower operational and production cost
Reduced need for ancillary services, such as operating reserves, due to resource
diversity
Higher percentage of curtailable renewables provide flexibility to system operation
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Figure 18: Balanced Resource Mix (Scen 5) vs High Solar Growth (Scen 6)

Figure 19: Performance of Balanced Resource Mix (Scen 5) vs High Solar Growth (Scen 6)
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4 LNG AS THE PRIMARY FUEL FOR OAHU AND MAUI
Natural gas can be an attractive approach for lowering the cost of electricity as the islands
transition to increased levels of renewable energy. The economic benefits, however, depend
primarily on the contract price to deliver liquefied natural gas (LNG) to the Hawaiian Islands.
This depends not only on the raw fuel price and the supporting supply chain but also on the
quantity required, which will likely decrease in the more distant future as the islands increase
their utilization of renewable energy. This section presents key findings on the economics of
LNG as the primary fuel for baseload thermal power plants on Oahu and Maui.

4.1 Delivered LNG Price Must be Competitive
In order for LNG to be considered as the preferred fuel for thermal power plants, the
delivered price of LNG must not only be lower than the cost of fuel oil and diesel, but should
also be competitive enough to recover the investments for building new pipelines, upgrades
to units, shipping costs from Oahu to Maui, and other related infrastructure. In other words,
the savings associated with reduced production cost must be larger than the required
capital investments before it can translate to lower cost of electricity (Figure 20).

Figure 20: Production Cost Savings from LNG Must Recover Capital Expenditures
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Given that Oahu is the major load center in Hawaii, the bulk of production cost savings can
be captured with LNG fuel switch on Oahu alone. Additional savings, though incremental,
can be achieved by also using LNG on Maui. Based on recent utility filings to PUC and studies
conducted by other consultants, the price range of LNG delivered to Hawaii can be
economical to replace the existing baseload generator fuels. In Figure 21, the “”LNG Base
Price” is lower than LSFO, diesel and bio-diesel. The “High LNG Price” is higher than the cost
of LSFO on Oahu, making it an unviable option for Hawaii. For the remainder of this section,
the analysis is based on the “LNG Base Price” assumption only.
LNG in Oahu Fuel Mix

LNG in Maui Fuel Mix

Figure 21: Estimated Prices of LNG Relative to Other Fuels on Hawaii (2013 $)

4.2 What’s the Appetite for Natural Gas in the Power Sector?
The consumption of natural gas depends on the number of generators that will switch to
natural gas as well as on the energy generated from these units. Per initial utility filings,
approximately 1.1 GW of generation capacity on Oahu and 106 MW of capacity on Maui are
prospective candidates for being switched to burn natural gas as the primary fuel. Figure 22
shows how output of the Oahu thermal generators decreases with increasing levels of wind
and solar energy, from 16% (in Scenario 2) to 50% (in Scenario 18). This trend directly
impacts the potential future consumption of natural gas on the islands, which decreases by
over 35%(includes, start-up fuel costs and heat rate efficiency impacts) in Scenario 18. This
would likely impact the terms and pricing structure for contracts to deliver natural gas to
Hawaii.
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Figure 22: Changes in Natural Gas Consumption as Renewable Penetration Increases

4.3 Lower Cost of Electricity with LNG
LNG can potentially reduce the cost of electricity by replacing more expensive diesel and fuel
oil. However, in order to realize these savings, additional capital investments are needed to
develop gas pipelines and to convert boilers and plant controls to use natural gas.
Conversion to LNG will reduce the cost of electricity only if the savings in fuel costs exceed
the required capital investments.
The total required expenditure for infrastructure upgrades on Oahu and Maui is estimated to
be 200 M$ (2013 $) 4. The annual savings in Scenarios 2 through 18 exceed this total capital
expenditure, with the LNG Base Price assumption (Figure 23). This implies that the return on
investment is less than a year, thus making LNG a very attractive option for lowering the
cost of electricity. Figure 24 shows that the cost of electricity can be decreased by up to 23%
by switching the baseload fuel to natural gas on Oahu in the high renewable energy
scenarios. The cost of electricity can be further decreased (up to 27%) by switching the
baseload fuel to natural gas on both Oahu and Maui. This is based on a fixed charge rate of
10% for the cost of capital. At higher capital cost rates, the cost of electricity will be higher
and the savings would decrease, especially in the scenarios that require more capital
investments. Please note that the calculations are based on the fuel price forecasts from the
2013 HECO IRP. Under possible conditions of lower fuel prices, the cost of electricity will be
lower than the numbers presented here.

4 HECO Integrated Resource Plan 2013
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LNG as the primary fuel on Oahu and Maui; Price of gas is 13.5$/MMBTU on Oahu and 14.8 $/MMBTU on Maui

Figure 23: Annual Savings in Production Cost and Total Capital Expenditure for LNG

Figure 24: Cost of Electricity with LNG as the Primary Fuel
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5 MODIFICATIONS TO OPERATING PRACTICES
As the generation resource mix changes from fossil-based “firm energy supply” to
renewable-based “intermittent and variable energy supply,” it becomes imperative to make
changes to the grid operation and infrastructure that can help to accommodate these
resources while maintaining a reliable power system. In order to achieve the RPS mandates,
the island grids will require new operational protocols and infrastructure upgrades, without
which it will become increasingly difficult to accommodate higher levels of wind and solar
energy. The island power grids, in general, demand increased flexibility to counteract the
increased intermittency and variability. This can be provided through appropriate changes in
the commitment and dispatch procedures, ability of the online generation to cycle up and
down or on and off daily, new controls that can enable the thermal generators to be turned
down lower, and additional ancillary services. Without implementing these changes to
improve system operational flexibility, the islands grids will not be able to accommodate
more renewables (Figure 25).

Figure 25: Grid Requires Operational Flexibility to Accommodate Renewables

5.1 Modifications Required in the “Near-Term”
The Oahu and Maui grids should begin to implement two critical modifications in order to
prepare for accommodating higher renewable energy penetration. These modifications will
help to provide the largest benefits in terms of lowering the operating cost, while increasing
the potential to absorb new renewable energy. These modifications are included as baseline
assumptions in each of the scenarios analysis presented in Section 3. This section quantifies
the value of these modifications by re-simulating selected scenarios without these
modifications and capturing the increase in production cost and renewable energy
curtailment.
1. Lower turndown capability of thermal units (Reduced Pmin): This modification will
enable the thermal units to reduce their output to lower levels when renewable
energy is available. This not only helps in increasing the “available room” on the grid
to accommodate available renewable energy but it also increases the availability of
the important up-reserve ancillary service. When thermal units can be turned down
lower, additional up-reserves become available. This further helps to reduce the
commitment of additional units that would otherwise be required to satisfy the upreserves requirement, thereby reducing overall system operating costs. In the 2013
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IRP filing, HECO has proposed to implement lower turndown capability on all the
baseload units on Oahu and Maui.
2. Down-Reserves from wind and solar plants: Down-reserve ancillary service is the
counterpart of up-reserves. During disturbances that result in excess generation (e.g.
transmission fault resulting in loss of substation and/or the load connected to its
feeders), this ancillary service enables the system to reduce generation quickly.
Traditionally, this requirement is imposed on the thermal generators. Units are
operated above their minimum power limit so that they can be dispatched down in
response to a loss-of-load event. As the renewable penetration on the islands
increases, thermal units will be operating at these above-minimum power levels for
many more hours of the year, not being able to be turned down to their technical
operating minimum power levels. This in turn reduces the grid’s ability to absorb
more renewables, resulting in curtailment. Utility scale wind and solar plants have
the capability to provide down-reserves by temporarily reducing their output, and
could therefore provide some of that ancillary service in place of the thermal units.
Since this ancillary service is used only during contingency events, the impact on
renewable energy curtailment is insignificant.
Figure 26 illustrates the benefits of these two modifications, separately as well as when
implemented together for Scenario 16. Renewable energy delivered can be increased by
up to 13% and the annual operating cost can be decreased by up to 100 M$. The annual
savings can also be interpreted as the break-even capital expenditure for implementing
these modifications. If the annual capital expenditure is less than the reduction in annual
operating costs, then investment in the modifications is economically attractive.
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Figure 26: Impacts of Near-Term Modifications on System Performance (Scenario 16)

5.1.1 Lower Turndown Capability of Thermal Units
Lowering the turndown capability of the baseload units will relieve 94 MW of capacity on
Oahu and 17 MW on Maui (Figure 27). This means that for every hour of the year, the island
grids will be able to accommodate up to 111 MW of additional renewable energy. The
benefits from this modification will be realized as more renewable resources are installed on
the island grids. The annual production cost is not noticeably different with this modification
under present-day renewable generation on the islands (Scenario 2). But with higher
penetration levels that are likely to occur in the future (e.g., Scenarios 8 and 16), the benefits
from annual production cost savings would likely outweigh the capital expenditure for
implementing this modification. It is therefore recommended that HECO and MECO
implement lower turndown capability on the thermal units, as outlined in the 2013 IRP filings,
which will prepare the power grids for future high renewable scenarios.
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Existing Reduced
P-Min
P-Min
Kahe 1
32.5
18.0
Kahe 2
32.7
18.1
Kahe 3
32.3
17.7
Kahe 4
32.3
17.7
Kahe 5
50.7
25.0
Waiau 7
23.0
18.1
Waiau 8
23.0
18.1
Maalaea CC 35.0
18.0
Note: Scenarios assume base assumptions of down-res from renewables

Figure 27: Value of Lower Turndown Capability of Thermal Units
5.1.2 Down-Reserves from Utility Scale Wind and Solar Plants
Wind and solar plants can contribute towards this ancillary service requirement on the grid
with implementation of a frequency-droop based governor control system and connection
to the grid’s automatic generation control (AGC). Wind and solar plants would perform this
service by reducing their output, and therefore could only provide down-reserves when they
are producing energy; similar to how and when a thermal unit contributes towards the
down-reserves requirement. Equation 5 shows how the down-reserves would be allocated
between the utility scale renewables and the thermal generators.
𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾 & 𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺 𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪

Equation 5: 𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 𝒐𝒐 𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇 𝑾&𝑺 = 𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾 & 𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺 𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪+𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻 𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪

The benefits from this modification increase as the renewable penetration increases:
increase in utility scale renewables means more down-reserves can be provided from wind
and solar plants, and therefore the thermal units can be operated at lower dispatch levels.
As a result additional capacity can be made available on the grid to accommodate more
renewables and in the process, the operating costs can be lowered further (Figure 28). The
ability to provide this ancillary service is important when considering investments in
distributed vs central PV. Similar to the previous modification, it is recommended that HECO
and MECO make the necessary changes to the interconnection mandates for existing and
new utility scale renewable energy generators to be able to contribute towards downreserves on the grid.
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Note: Scenarios assume base assumptions of lower Pmin on thermal units

Figure 28: Value of Down-Reserves Provision from Wind and Solar Plants

5.2 Modifications Required as Renewables Penetration Increases
The modifications proposed in this section can be considered as additional pathways to
enable the Oahu and Maui grids to accommodate more renewables while lowering the
operating costs. The benefits from these strategies are incremental over and above the
modifications proposed in the previous section. As such these strategies can be considered
in the future depending on other changes occurring on the grid (load, generation, energy
efficiency, etc.), future capital cost of these technologies, and associated benefits. These
modifications can help to further reduce curtailment by up to 60% and operating cost by up
to 45 M$ (in Scenario 16, Figure 29). As previously noted, the operating cost savings must be
greater than the capital expenditure for implementing these modifications, or else the cost
outweighs the benefits and the cost of electricity will be higher. These modifications are
listed below in order of decreasing value:
•
•
•
•
•

g

Further reduction in Pmins of baseload units (as described in PSIP)
Cycling capability on baseload units
Increased reserve contributions from non-spinning assets
Energy storage for operating reserves
Up-reserves from wind and solar plants
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Figure 29: Proposed Modifications for the Future Grid (Scenario 16)
5.2.1 Further Reduction in Turn Down Capability of Thermal Units
Further reduction of the baseload unit turndown capability will provide significant reduction
in curtailment and operating cost. The Power Supply Implementation Plan states that the
minimum power levels of the baseload units could possibly be decreased to levels as low as
1 MW net output 5 (see Table 4). However, the heat rate efficiency of the units will be
significantly degraded at such low power points. This study estimated new low-power heat
rates by extrapolating the existing heat rate coefficients. Detailed engineering analysis by
the utility must be conducted to determine the actual unit heat rates at these very low
power output levels.
With the “PSIP” turndown capabilities shown in Table 4, the baseload units can further relieve
102 MW of additional capacity on the grid to accommodate new renewable generation,
which can significantly reduce curtailment and enable 46 M$ of estimated annual operating
cost savings (Figure 29).

5 For Kahe 1-4 and Waiau 7-8: 1 MW net output = 5 MW gross output minus 4 MW plant auxiliary load (HECO PSIP, page 5-14)
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Table 4: Further Reduction in Pmin of Oahu Baseload Units (per HECO’s PSIP)

5.2.2 Cycling Capability on Baseload Units
With increased wind and solar energy penetration, the grid would benefit from having the
flexibility to decommit units that may not be needed to serve the net load. Under present day
operations, eight thermal units (totaling 1,161 MW of capacity) are committed for all hours of
the year, unless taken offline for routine maintenance or forced outages. This can be a
constraint in absorbing additional renewable energy on Oahu and Maui.
The operating reserves requirement also becomes constraining at higher renewable
penetration. When operating practices allow unit cycling, units that have greater capacity to
provide operating reserves must be given a higher commitment priority than units with
lower capability to provide reserves. The decision of which unit to commit should not be
based solely on the cost of operating the individual unit. Instead, it should take into account
the cost of operating the system as a whole. As a result, the commitment strategy should
seek to co-optimize a number of parameters, and should prioritize the commitment of units
based on:
•
•
•

Lower cost of energy, which will help to lower the production cost
Higher capability to provide up reserves, in order to meet the operating reserves
requirement with least amount of units committed
Lower turndown capability, which will help the units to be turned down lower to
absorb more renewable energy

Figure 30 illustrates the methodology to commit units based on the steps described above.
The arrow points to the direction that will favor a unit to be committed ahead of others. This
modified commitment strategy will ensure that the system has the flexibility to commit an
optimal number of units to meet the net load and operating reserves requirement, at the
lowest cost to serve load. The modified commitment order shows that Kalaeloa and Kahe 6
are the least favored units and are therefore pushed down in the commitment order. Under
this approach, these will be the first units to cycle off (or be decommitted) as the operator
sees a high forecast of renewable energy. Kalaeloa is one of the lowest-cost units on Oahu.
However, with high renewables, it is better to commit it last because of its high Pmin and its
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low capability to provide up-reserves, which limits the absorption of renewable energy on
the grid. Note that if the Pmin of Kalealoa is reduced to a level similar to the other baseload
units, this would improve its priority in the commitment order.

Figure 30: Proposed Changes to Commitment Order with Unit Cycling Capability
With this modified commitment strategy, the baseload units may not be committed for all
hours of the year. However, study results show that the cycling duty on the units does not
increase dramatically. Instead, only the last 2-3 marginal units (Kalaeloa and Kahe 6) may be
decommitted or cycled on/off during certain hours of the day. The analysis therefore shows
that cycling capability is not required on all the units. Having this capability on a fraction of
the baseload fleet will enable the grid to reap all the benefits from this modification. Further,
this strategy is beneficial only when the renewables generation increases on the island (see
Figure 31). In scenarios 16 and 18, annual operating cost savings of 16 M$ and 38 M$ can be
realized. With the existing levels of renewable energy, cycling the baseload units on and off
offers no apparent benefits.
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Scenario 18, Units correspond to the Oahu Grid

Figure 31: Changes in Operations and Production Cost with Unit Cycling Capability
5.2.3 Strategies for Procuring Operating Reserves
With increased levels of wind and solar generation, more operating reserves are required.
With existing operating practices, operating reserves are obtained from thermal units. As
more reserves are required, more thermal units must be committed, which has the
unfortunate consequence of increasing operating costs and increasing curtailment of
renewable energy. The following strategies are suggested to improve the procurement of
operating reserves:
1. Curtailed energy for operating reserves: Curtailed wind and solar energy can be used
to support the operating reserves requirement. This will help to reduce the need of
reserves from thermal generators. However, curtailed energy is not available at all
times and therefore a control scheme must be developed to forecast when and how
much curtailment may occur, so the commitment of additional thermal units can be
avoided. The findings presented here assume perfect knowledge of the future and in
that sense represent the maximum possible benefits. In scenario 16, curtailed wind
and solar energy was able to support 4.5% of required operating reserves, thus
reducing operating costs by 2 M$ annually (see Figure 32).
2. Energy storage as a reserves asset: Operating reserves may be called upon to
provide energy for 10 to 30 minutes, filling the gap until an additional generation
resource can be started and ramped up to deliver energy. An energy storage asset
for operating reserves would need to have enough storage capacity to provide
energy for this limited time period. With a 25 MW energy storage system, the Oahu
grid can save 9 M$ in operating costs annually. The benefits (savings) will decrease as
the renewable penetration increases because the online thermal generators will be
dispatched at lower power levels and will therefore have more up-range capacity to
provide reserves; thus reducing the value of energy storage asset.
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3. Higher contribution from non-spinning resources: Operating reserves are a
combination of spinning and non-spinning reserves. Spinning reserves provide the
first course of action to counteract sudden loss of generation, and then non-spinning
resources maybe called upon if additional support is needed. With existing practices,
operating reserves are comprised primarily of spinning reserve assets. However, it
may be possible to reduce the need for spinning reserves by increasing contributions
from non-spinning reserve assets, through a bridging resource such as demand
response or by a faster triggering strategy for quick starting units. Oahu has up to
161 MW of demand response potential, implying that up to 161 MW of non-spinning
reserves can be available if needed. This can help to save as much as 18 M$ annually
in Scenario 16 by avoiding to commit reserves from thermal units. Similarly, a
strategy that allows all the quick starting units to be triggered simultaneously and as
quickly as possible (assumes 5 min operator reaction time) can also provide up to 160
MW of additional non-spinning reserves. However, this strategy will likely increase the
number of quick-starting events and therefore erode some of the projected 18 M$
annual savings.

Figure 32: Comparison of Strategies to Procure Operating Reserves (Scenario 16)
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6 INVESTMENT IN GRID RELIABILITY
The US mainland power grid is highly interconnected, wherein the generation shortfall in one
area can be supported by its neighbors. The same is currently not true for the Hawaiian
Islands. The island grids must be self-sufficient and therefore must plan for adequate
generation on each individual island to meet system load demand at all times. HECO and
MECO have done very well so far in maintaining high levels of grid reliability: higher than
even some US mainland systems. However, the island grids are undergoing a significant
transformation, with a lot of renewables coming online at the same time as many thermal
generators are scheduled for retirement (per recent utility filings). This presents a need to reexamine grid reliability and generation adequacy levels on the grid, including the impacts of
increasing renewable penetration. The system planners must ensure that there is sufficient
installed capacity reserve margin on the grid and that other operating procedures are in
place (demand response, energy efficiency, etc.) in order to fully meet the load requirements
on the system.

6.1 How is the Grid Reliability Measured?
The reliability, or adequacy of supply, of a grid is measured as the sufficiency in generation
resources to meet load during all hours of the year. To serve 1,000 MW of load, the grid must
have more than 1,000 MW of installed generation capacity because there are several types
of randomly occurring events, such as generator-forced outages or temporary technical
constraints that can periodically reduce the output capability of generating units. This effect
is exaggerated further for variable and intermittent resources, such as wind and solar PV,
which may be producing little or no output when the grid needs them the most. Typically,
power supply planners include a capacity reserve margin, which is additional generation
capacity over and above the system peak load requirements, to accommodate these effects
and meet load at all times. A capacity reserve margin for a US mainland power grid is
typically around 15%. However, given the lack of interconnections, island systems must plan
for a larger capacity reserve margin to maintain the same level of grid reliability.
Loss of load probability (LOLP) is a statistical measurement used to quantify grid reliability
and is expressed in years per day. This is a measure of how often, on average, the available
generating capacity of a grid is expected to fall short of the demand (system load). LOLP
measures the frequency of failure and does not quantify the magnitude or duration of
failure. For example, an LOLP value of 5 indicates that the generation fleet would be unable
to serve the entire system load for 1 day in 5 years. Most power grids on the US mainland
plan for a LOLP of 10 years/day. HECO has recently indicated that a LOLP of 4.5 to 6
years/day may be appropriate for the island power grids 6.
LOLP increases (reliability improves) as additional generation is built on the system, and
conversely LOLP declines (reliability deteriorates) as generation is retired. Figure 33 illustrates

6 Hawaiian Electric Adequacy of Supply, 2014
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the relationship between LOLP and generation capacity on a system, assuming everything
else is unchanged. The horizontal axis shows increasing levels of generation resources and
the vertical axis shows LOLP. Initially the curve drops quickly for every MW of new generation
(reliability improves), and then reliability benefit starts to saturate as more and more
generation is added – implying that the marginal value of each additional MW of generation
is smaller, from a resource adequacy perspective.

Figure 33: Reliability of a Grid with New Capacity Addition

6.2 Generation Capacity on the Island Grids is Changing
Per the 2013 IRP filings, significant changes in generation capacity are scheduled for the
near term (between now and 2020). Both Oahu and Maui will retire more thermal generation
capacity than will be built (Table 5). Oahu will lose 151 MW of net generation capacity
(greater than 12% of peak load), while Maui will lose 46 MW of net capacity (approximately
21% of peak load). These changes will significantly impact the reliability levels on the islands
if no additional capacity resources are added. Calculations performed in this study show
that Oahu grid reliability will fall below HECO’s desired minimum threshold of 4.5 years/day
(see Figure 34). Scenario 2 shows the impact with the retirements in contrast to Scenario 1
(pre-retirement). Similarly, Maui grid reliability will deteriorate, however, it will stay above the
desired minimum threshold.
Although Oahu and Maui are planning to increase the renewable generation (wind and solar)
portfolio, this action alone has limited reliability benefits. Therefore, system planners must
also consider alternatives for maintaining grid reliability. Some possibilities include:
•
•

g

Investment in additional thermal generation
Meeting or surpassing the energy efficiency goals
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•
•

Aggressively pursuing demand response programs
Interconnecting Oahu and Maui with a HVDC cable
Table 5: Change in Generation Capacity until 2020
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Oahu Grid Reliability

Maui Grid Reliability

Figure 34: LOLP Reliability Levels Before and After Proposed Changes from Table 5

6.3 Wind & Solar have Limited Ability to Improve Adequacy of Supply
Intermittency and variability of wind and solar limits their ability to contribute to the grid’s
adequacy of supply. Solar PV generation is not available in the evening hours, when the peak
of the load occurs in Hawaii, and hence increases in Solar PV will not significantly improve
the reliability of the grid. Wind generation is also variable and may not always be available
during critical load hours. Figure 35 shows the improvement in reliability of the Oahu grid
under different scenarios of increasing renewables growth. Even in Scenario 16, with over
900 MW of new wind and solar, the reliability of the Oahu grid falls short of the minimum
threshold LOLP requirement.

Figure 35: Oahu Grid LOLP Reliability with Increased Renewable Generation
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The ability of a resource to contribute adequacy of supply is normally characterized by its
capacity value. This is the amount of capacity available in a time of need, typically during
peak load hours, and is expressed as a percentage of nameplate capacity. For example, a
100MW combined cycle plant that is available for operation 95% of the time would have a
95 MW capacity value. 7 On the other hand, the capacity value of new wind plant on Oahu is
about 17% (see Figure 36). This means that from a resource adequacy perspective, a 100
MW wind plant would be recognized as roughly equivalent to 16 MW combined cycle plant.
In another sense, to meet 100 MW of shortfall in thermal generation on Oahu, the wind
capacity must grow by 600 MW, or the Central PV capacity must grow by 1600 MW. The
relatively low capacity values of wind and solar resources indicate that other methods will
be required to maintain grid reliability.

Note: Central PV is assumed to have single-axis tracking.
Distributed rooftop PV has fixed panels

Figure 36: Capacity Value of Wind & Solar Resources on Oahu

6.4 Alternatives to Improve Reliability
A number of alternatives are available to improve adequacy of supply for Oahu and Maui
following the retirement of existing units. This section describes several possibilities, along
with preliminary evaluations of their impact on LOLP. The analysis presented here provides a
preliminary estimate of benefits that can be availed from each of the options. A more
rigorous cost-benefit analysis must be conducted to evaluate the viability of each approach.
The benefits of decreasing system risk are inherently difficult to calculate and fundamentally
rely on assumptions that quantify the costs associated with a loss of load event. Eliminating
all risk of a loss of load event is not economically feasible or practical, regardless of system
size.
The options listed below (and shown in Figure 37) were evaluated on the Oahu grid but these
options would provide similar benefits on the Maui grid as well.
•

New Thermal Generation: A number of technology options are possible: combustion
turbines, internal combustion engines, or combined cycle power plants. If the chosen
technology is combustion turbine, approximately 78 MW of capacity would be

7 95% availability means that, on average, the unit is unavailable 5% of the time due to forced outages and scheduled outages.
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•

•

•

needed to meet the required reliability levels after all of the proposed retirements
occur. The capacity requirement can vary depending on the technology
characteristics (outage rates & maintenance schedules) and the size of the generator.
Interconnecting Oahu and Maui: This will help the islands to share the resources more
effectively: when Oahu is short on generation, Maui may assist in shipping energy
across the cable. The reliability of the Oahu grid would improve above the minimum
required level of 4.5 years/day. Diversity in Oahu and Maui load profiles also
contribute to the reliability improvement with the interconnection
Energy Efficiency: The 2020 energy efficiency target approved by the PUC for the
Hawaiian Islands is 2,350 GWh. Since, Oahu is the major load center, most of the
energy efficiency benefits (approximately 70%) will be availed there. Energy efficiency
not only helps to reduce the total annual energy consumption but it also reduces the
peak load which has a significant beneficial impact on reliability. If this energy
efficiency target is met, the Oahu grid reliability would be well above the required
level.
Demand Response: Recent studies show demand response potential of 160 MW on
Oahu. The utility calls on demand responsive loads to reduce their consumption when
there is a shortage of generation resources. This analysis assumed that 160 MW of
demand responsive load is available for up to 2 hours of service during time of need.
Results indicate that, on an average, demand responsive loads are called for
approximately one day in a year for 2 hours. If the required infrastructure for
implementing demand response is in place, it will give a significant boost to the grid
reliability levels.

New Thermal Generator: 78 MW of new combustion turbines
Energy efficiency: 2020 target approved by PUC - 2350 GWh of potential for Hawaiian Islands
Demand Response: ASSESSMENT OF DEMAND RESPONSE POTENTIAL FOR HECO, HELCO, AND MECO – Global Energy Partners, LLC

Figure 37: LOLP Results for Several Alternatives to Improve Grid Reliability on Oahu
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7 FUTURE WORK
The study results show that very high levels of wind and solar energy can be accommodated on
the islands, reaching beyond 50% of delivered energy penetration. The RPS bill SB715, is asking
the utility to support up to 100% renewable energy by 2050. This unprecedented levels of
intermittent renewable energy on an island system creates new challenges for maintaining the
reliability and stability of the power grid, and delivering electricity to end users in a secured
manner. It is therefore suggested that the following items be evaluated in a future study work, as
the islands strive forward towards meeting the RPS goals.

•

•

•

•

•

g

Faster growth of distributed solar PV: Distributed solar PV will be a dominant
renewable energy resource on the island and it is growing at a fast pace. The utility
has laid out plans to improve the flexibility of the grid in the coming years to
accommodate the intermittency and variability of renewables. However, the growth
in distributed solar PV may outpace the proposed changes, thus requiring a different
strategy and an outlook to accommodate this renewable energy resource. It is
suggested that additional production cost analysis be conducted to investigate
appropriate mitigation measures under very high levels of distributed solar PV.
Stability analysis under high penetration of renewables – High penetration of wind
and solar displace thermal generation and in the process deplete the grid of
frequency responsive support. Contingency events like sudden loss of generation,
transmission line fault, or outage at a substation can trigger frequency events that
may lead to load shedding or trip of online generators, creating possibility of island
wide blackouts. Additional analysis to investigate the impact on stability of the grid
under very high penetrations of wind and solar resources is required.
Energy storage for System Support: Energy storage can support the operations as
well as stability of the grid under high penetration of renewables. Centrally installed
storage systems can be used to reduce renewables curtailment, provision of
reserves, and providing primary and secondary frequency support. Fast growth of
distributed solar PV may also require bulk energy storage on the system to
“synthetically” support curtailment during hours of excess generation. Distributed
energy storage systems, such as those co-installed with distributed PV Solar, can be
used for back-up power and time shifting of energy usage from the grid. In addition,
advanced controls on distributed energy storage systems may also be used to
provide ancillary services to the grid, such as frequency response,
Distribution feeder analysis: This study evaluated the impact of high penetration of
wind and solar power on the bulk transmission system. High growth of distributed
generation poses additional operational challenges on the local distribution feeders.
Specifically, the issues related to voltage regulation and duty cycle of substation load
tap changing transformer needs to be investigated.
Growth in electric vehicles can support the RPS goals: Electric vehicles charging can
be uni-directional (absorbing energy from the grid) or bi-directional (absorbing at
times and delivering back to the grid at other times). Controlled charging schemes
can help to reduce the operating cost of the system and further help to reduce
GE Energy Consulting
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•

•

•

•

•

g

renewable energy curtailment. In addition, the distributed energy storage systems
can further help to reduce and optimize the system production cost by allowing the
electric vehicles to charge in an appropriate manner.
Screening to identify weak grid issues: Proliferation of power electronics based
renewable generation displaces conventional thermal generation, which provide
strong voltage support to the system. Power electronics inverters, in turn, rely on a
stiff voltage connection to perform adequately. De-commitment of conventional
synchronous generation creates weak grid conditions, which can cause control
instability in the power electronics inverters. A screening analysis is suggested to
identify what locations on the grid are prone to weak grid issues with increase in
renewable generation so that appropriate mitigation measures can be selected.
Optimal grid build out under specific RPS targets: This study evaluated several
mitigation measures to optimize the grid operations, while meeting the RPS goals.
The generation and other grid assets were fixed: no retirements or additions were
analyzed. An optimal grid build out plan is needed to optimize the long term
economics, looking from the viewpoint of net present value of unit retirements or new
additions. It is suggested that future studies develop an optimal integrated resource
plan and then investigate the efficacy of the plan on shorter time scales in production
cost simulations.
Stochastic Wind and Solar analysis: This study evaluated the impact of wind and
solar integration using a single chronological year of modeled wind and solar
generation data. Therefore, the results of this analysis could vary depending on the
actual availability of wind and solar resources in the future. This is especially true for
reliability and resource adequacy analysis. Although the results of this study
simulated a typical wind and solar year, it is worth analyzing multiple years of
chronological data with particular interest on the extreme scenarios.
Compensation scheme for distributed solar PV generation: HECO has proposed to
end retail net metering to compensate distributed solar PV. Net metering unfairly
transfers the benefits to distributed solar PV generation from other retail customers.
Distributed solar PV installations are forecasted to increase at fast rate in the coming
years. It is therefore recommended that future analysis be done to develop suitable
economic-financial models as compensation mechanism for distributed solar PV
generation.
Valuation of ancillary services: As more and more renewables come online, ancillary
services become an important part of grid operations. RSWG has conducted analysis
to establish a methodology for valuing ancillary services. The future work should use
the methodology to determine valuations for essential and new ancillary services:
such as frequency support from central and distributed resources, regulation and
bridging support from central and distributed resources, etc.
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8 APPENDIX
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8.1 Load and Fuel Price Assumptions

Oahu
Maui

Table 6: Load and Fuel Price Assumptions
Peak Demand Annual Energy
Fuel Price
(MW)
(GWh)
2013$/MMBTU
1,279
7,769
OAHU
200
1,172
Biodiesel
$45.93
Diesel
$21.49
LSFO
$18.64
ULSD
$22.67
MAUI
Biodeisel
Diesel
LSFO
MSFO
ULSD
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$46.84
$23.56
$18.92
$16.12
$24.47
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8.2 Thermal Generating Characteristics
Table 7: Thermal Generating Unit Properties
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8.3 Annual Generation (GWh) by Type, by Scenario
Table 8: Annual Generation (GWh) by Type, Scenarios 1 - 9
SCEN 1

SCEN 2

SCEN 3

SCEN 4

SCEN 5

SCEN 6

SCEN 7

SCEN 8

SCEN 9

OAHU
Baseload
Cycling
Peaking
Biodiesel
Wind
Central Solar
Distributed Solar
Firm Renewable

7,768.8
6,035.0
455.2
1.0
12.5
295.6
21.3
351.2
597.1

7,765.1
6,117.2
210.8
34.7
135.4
297.5
21.3
351.2
597.1

7,765.3
5,752.0
195.6
27.7
102.5
297.5
379.7
413.3
597.1

7,765.5
5,485.6
181.0
24.7
90.9
593.2
379.8
413.3
597.1

7,765.3
5,258.5
169.7
24.4
87.9
834.8
379.8
413.3
597.1

7,765.4
5,452.3
175.2
21.4
79.3
297.5
568.0
574.8
597.1

7,765.7
5,187.2
159.1
19.4
71.9
587.6
568.8
574.8
597.1

7,765.5
4,906.1
144.9
20.0
71.2
567.5
724.5
734.4
597.1

7,765.7
4,944.0
144.9
19.1
68.8
566.8
531.1
893.9
597.1

MAUI
Baseload
Cycling
Peaking
Biodiesel
Wind
Central Solar
Distributed Solar
Firm Renewable

1,172.1
764.8
31.8
0.3

1,172.1
683.5
114.3
5.9
0.4
302.3

1,172.1
683.5
114.3
5.9
0.4
302.3

1,172.1
683.5
114.3
5.9
0.4
302.3

1,172.1
683.5
114.3
5.9
0.4
302.3

1,172.1
683.5
114.3
5.9
0.4
302.3

1,172.1
683.5
114.3
5.9
0.4
302.3

1,172.1
683.5
114.3
5.9
0.4
302.3

1,172.1
683.5
114.3
5.9
0.4
302.3

65.7
96.6

65.7

65.7

65.7

65.7

65.7

65.7

65.7

65.7

TOTAL

8,941.0

8,937.2

8,937.4

8,937.7

8,937.5

8,937.6

8,937.9

8,937.6

8,937.8

212.9

Table 9: Annual Generation (GWh) by Type, Scenarios 10 - 18
SCEN 10

SCEN 11

SCEN 12

SCEN 13

SCEN 14

SCEN 15

SCEN 16

SCEN 17

SCEN 18

OAHU
Baseload
Cycling
Peaking
Biodiesel
Wind
Central Solar
Distributed Solar
Firm Renewable

7,790.3
5,090.5
165.9
24.2
87.3
1,032.3
379.8
413.3
597.1

6,957.6
5,045.1
154.8
13.9
56.4
297.5
379.7
413.3
597.1

7,020.4
4,433.5
110.9
9.2
38.7
1,038.1
379.7
413.3
597.1

7,788.9
4,800.4
148.1
20.7
75.3
1,004.3
568.4
574.8
597.1

7,007.7
4,781.0
128.6
12.4
47.4
297.5
569.0
574.8
597.1

7,109.0
4,201.4
100.6
9.5
36.8
1,019.7
569.3
574.8
597.1

7,786.2
4,369.9
122.0
19.5
68.4
1,148.6
726.3
734.4
597.1

7,156.5
4,349.9
107.6
11.9
44.0
575.6
736.0
734.4
597.1

7,293.8
3,895.5
88.8
9.8
36.1
1,195.1
737.0
734.4
597.1

MAUI
Baseload
Cycling
Peaking
Biodiesel
Wind
Central Solar
Distributed Solar
Firm Renewable

1,172.1
648.0
92.1
4.9
0.4
298.6

2,015.7
701.7
20.7
21.9
2.3
1,141.0

1,172.1
648.0
92.1
4.9
0.4
298.6

1,961.5
669.1
18.6
17.7
2.2
1,125.7

1,807.8
599.5
16.1
15.7
2.1
1,046.1

128.2

128.2

128.2

1,873.5
555.0
11.8
13.6
1.7
981.7
181.6
128.2

1,172.1
648.0
92.1
4.9
0.4
298.6

128.2

1,966.0
588.8
12.4
14.9
1.6
1,026.0
194.0
128.2

128.2

128.2

1,682.0
506.9
10.8
12.9
1.8
869.3
152.0
128.2

TOTAL

8,962.4

8,973.3

8,986.4

8,961.1

8,969.2

8,982.6

8,958.3

8,964.3

8,975.8
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8.4 Operating Rules and Assumptions
Unit commitment: Thermal units are committed to meet the net load and required ancillary
services requirements (up and down reserves). Figure 38 shows the provision of up and
down reserves from a thermal unit. Further, the commitment and dispatch of thermal units
includes start-up cost, variable operating & maintenance cost and fuel cost.
Contingency Up Reserves: This is modeled as the loss of the biggest generating unit or the
HVDC connection on Oahu. For example, in scenario 2, contingency up-reserves is the loss of
AES = 180 MW; in scenario 18, contingency up-reserves is the loss of HVDC cable between
Oahu and Maui. Every hour of the year is modeled to carry contingency up reserves by
committing appropriate number of generating units. All of the HECO baseload units are
modeled to provide a portion of the contingency reserves.
Operating Up Reserves: This is modeled as the required capacity to respond adequately to
wind and solar variability. A method was developed in Hawaii Solar Integration Study for
procurement of operating reserves based on the intra hour variability of wind and solar. This
study used the same methodology with the criterion of meeting 99.9% of intra hour
variability to procure the required level of operating reserves. Spinning reserves portion of
the total operating reserves requirement is shown in Figure 39-Figure 41.
Contingency Down Reserves: This is modeled as the loss of substation serving load
equivalent to 10% of online system load on Oahu. Loss of substation can occur due to
transmission or a distribution outage. This ancillary service is modeled by intentionally
dispatching online generation over and above the minimum operating levels. All of the
baseload HECO units and utility scale wind and solar generating were modeled to provide
down reserves.

Figure 38: Unit Commitment for Procurement of Reserves
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Scenario 1,2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

Scenario 6

Scenario 7

Scenario 8

Scenario 9

Scenario 10

Scenario 13

Scenario 16

Figure 39: Spinning Reserves Portion of Operating Reserves – Oahu

Scenario 1-9

Scenario 10,13,16

Figure 40: Spinning Reserves Portion of Operating Reserves – Maui
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Scenario 11

Scenario 12

Scenario 14

Scenario 15

Scenario 17

Scenario 18

Figure 41: Spinning Reserves Portion of Operating Reserves – Grid-Tie
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8.5 Reliability and Resource Adequacy Assumptions
Table 10: Forced Outage Rates

Table 11: Planned Maintenance
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